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NADA’S ANTI-DRUGS SQUAD HELPS PROVIDING AID FOR VICTIMS OF FLOOD 

 
Following the flash flood in several states including Selangor since last Friday, National Anti-
drugs Agency (NADA) through Anti-drugs Squad joins in carrying out the flood relief mission 
for affected residents.  
 
The aid is given voluntarily by Anti-drugs Squad which is also joined by 53 people including 
NADA’s officers.  
 
According to, NADA’s General Director, Tuan Sutekno Ahmad Belon, the effort is seen as 
NADA’s corporate social responsibility (CSR) in helping them in need to ease the burdens 
faced by flood’s victims.  
 
“Besides being committed in combating drug abuse and addiction in this country, Anti-drugs 
Squad is also concerned upon the society and aware of the current issue happened specifically 
within Selangor area that are involved in flash flood’s catastrophe. For the sake of CSR, NADA 
propels Anti-drugs Squad of Kuala Selangor District, Anti-drugs Squad of Hulu Langat District, 
Anti-drugs Squad of Sepang District and Anti-drugs Squad of Ampang District to a few 
locations in order to give help,” he says in here, on Tuesday. 
 
Tuan Sutekno adds, the operation related involves areas in Taman Sri Muda, Seksyen 25, Shah 
Alam; Batu 14 and Sungai Lui in Hulu Langat as well as Narcotics Addiction Rehabilitation 
Centre (PUSPEN) Sepang.  
 
In the flood relief mission, Tuan Sutekno explains, Anti-drugs Squad with enforcement agency 
and department, work together in conducting rescue operation and saving victims who are 
trapped by using rescue boats including distributing food, basic necessities and cleaning the 
residents’ houses which are affected by flood.  
 
 
  



This includes, performing voluntary works of preparing food in Pusat Penjaja Dengkil. 
 
Meanwhile, in other progress, team of NADA Wilayah Persekutuan with the cooperation from 
Recreation and Social Club AADK WP also takes initiative to clean the resident of work 
colleague who are affected in Taman Nanding, Hulu Langat, Selangor on previous Monday.  
 
NADA’s staffs with the cooperation from Anti-drugs Squad remain committed in helping to 
ensure the harmonious community in any form of emergency and catastrophe happened.  
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